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ABSTRACT
Recently American attentioL has focused on the

problems of pollution and environmental protection. Focusing on the
Pour Corners Interstate Air Quality Control Region, this study
determined which socioeconomic characteristics were associated with
concern for environmental quality as measured by willingness to pay
for pollution abatement. Sample sites were determined by weighing
four pollution concentration zones. Interviews were conducted during
the 1972 summer and January 1973 with 747 reservation and
nonreservation residents and out-of-region recreationists. Separate
questionnaires, designed for each subpopulation, were used to
determine willingness to pay via a series of bidding games. To ensure
that the means of financing was not a barrier to a respondent's
willingness to pay and since no bidding game was appropriate for all,
five games were constructed--a sales tax increase; an additional
charge to the electric bill; a monthly charge; an increase to the
user's fee; or a change in laws. Responses were analyzed by stepwise
multiple regression. Some findings were: (1) few consistent
relationships existed between concern for environment and
socioeconomic characteristics (age, occupation, income, ethnicity,
and organizational.participation); and (2) a clear majority were
willing to pay for pollution abatement. (NQ)
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SUMMARY

In recent years. American attention began to focus on toe prob-
lems of pollution and environmental protection. This study
attempted to determine which socioeconomic characteristics were
associated with concern for environmental quality as measured by
willingness to pay for pollution abatement. New measurement
techniques were required to accomplish this. Five bidding games were
designed to obtain monetary estimates of willingness to pay for
pollution abatement. Approximately 760 reservation and non-
reservation residents and out-of-region recreationists were interviewed
during the summer of 19/2 and January, 1973. The sample was
drawn from the large tour -state air-quality-control region.

Results showed a clear majority were willing to pay for pollution
abatement. large majority preferred that the companies bear
responsibility for financing the costs of abatement, however, many
seemed to perceive that the cost would ultimately he passed on to the
consumer. rho major finding was that there were few consistent
relationships between concern for environment and socioeconomic
characteristics such as age. occupation, income, ethnicity, and
organimional participation. It seems that this aesthetic concern
had little. if any. association with membership in any particular
social strata.

New Mexico State University is an equal opportunity employer. All programs are
available to everyone regardless of race, color, or national origin.

September 1974 Las Cruces, New Mexico
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A Socioeconomic Analysis
of Environmental Concern:

Case of the Four Corners Electric Power Complex

E t Potio Kith!' mitt lan RatIttall1

I irk. 11 He \intia:I beg.Ill to loins serious
ol pollution and enironmental protection.

I 1..tpt! he.tute .t tutional ont:ern. Seatterea
tOget11.1 \11t11 the creation or the

I ,11:,,..1m,".1t.11 I'Vols.:11011 tate. and local laws
r'111"110!: NtankiarkiN \ere passed. I hese acts gae industry

other ottentlrs tilo.1 of the hurdn for pollution abate-
tnent Itet tilts thet-,. h e\itlenee ot the willingness of the

roils!: to pa klire,IIN tor pollution abatement. Indeed.
vi,h,ate that the puhli, might prefer to ino%e faster

,.tit,trnt11ent.t1 imprtements than pliti..11 leaders hai
so Lir 1 Brown,. I')- I hi,

I er indki.tr, which 1, moNing into the rout
!,.!...on \ek 11,.\10). 1niona, [tali. and Colorado,

ilh it a ,uh.tantial pollution potential, rwo plants ;ire
..,Irr,.1111,. in ',per Ilion inkl Re others ark: under cn,truction or in
th; plaining I tot,d pollution potential ri%II, or surpasses
that proti.1,,:k1 in our lar2.e.t cities. (oncern over this pollution
rot,..tt;.11 .*\11,*1%.*ti 1101 inNILIL' And titside the region.
Ih: pro\ ties an e \cellent setting in which to evimine

; .in.I its s,ie...ontnie correlate,.
I ' rtrro.... t'us s,.t.tment the larv.er Ntlid was to identify the

ioini, charaeteri,tie,.INS.ciatcd with concern
.!t n.: ."t 1I ri 11,..t,Itrettlemt of environmental officer!)

It'
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.1..;1or11wn1 .0 1'....1.11 in,tinineni. I lito%hlt. for a
.1.t.111..d an.itsh it %%as necessar to 101.1011 a monetary

illingness to a tor cleanup.= It was also felt that
in monetar terms should be more

I ,t.11 111.111 detadied. rankorder
nw.t...tr;. I lw rw.hutent,..nt instrumenk are described and c%aluateLl

,1,..t.u1 in a I.itcr section.

CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
PEGION

Population and Geography

ILLI on the l'or t 'limas Power Plant near

I irninititon. Since number t pl,ints ire or %%ill soon be
oiier.ii:on th; 1.11.2a tlw titwstion. it raises are

,,,on 1%; r,0,..1.1nt throughout the Four Corners region.
. .,:ttic,.1 tlw l'ur Interstate Air Quality

( R.:Non .1. the stud area. 'See figure I for a map of the
r....:!n the undertaking omceptuall manageable for

nk,..tigators alike. the scope was limited to the
source of pollution. Results of this

.11I0A prow.:tin t the impact the otlwr plants
;:t Ow planning And ,:on.truction Ntage.

I h,. .1 r; i ,:t)\,:rs sparsel populated Areas in New Nlexieo,
( and Ari/ona. 11w ast N.k-aii) Reservation is

::, yith othcr Indian reser%ations, With respect to the
lucstion, dire: distinct .tibpopulations can be identi-

()n,. I. th; Vnericans who reside on reservations (by no
.1 bomogencous gri+upt. tlic second Is the tourists who visit

ireas. and the third k the non-reservation
I i lattcr grimp is mainly Anglo but includes Spai.ish-

V.L.r.,..ins. In,11.1n.. And Iilack.. Of the appr\imately 400.000
r....;.;..t1t. I:1 About ,,n;-furth Ike on the reservations.

,;\.1.1 S.5011,000 iNiting-party-Llays in the region

ti 1' .". t..i, I 11rt it tm On the i our corncrs
s' . i N . It.to I til. t. a.. \11~1 ,!riLttlittral xpornnent
,; , .. , 4

1, . 1 . r, r til ft t.12..tha hit 11w tittrpow or
11.. I 1, titr it .1, 1,-, 14 ,. .n .,t ti re.....tr,...,Itargol by

IL It it, .:,1: is.,,11.1. 1 111 liOrty Ivo. in Ins
f I *It t h 1)n tit 11Iatonent of



Fig. 1 Four Corner, study region

UTAH
COLORADO

ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO

Some ir:a 'cithin the region are fairly prosperous. but persistent
' rtnte m.111\ Lolintie%. %filch of the

rciniln I. 1,,,,ed (In tourism. milling. mut power
wthistrie, imilortant roles in
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Tourism and Recreation

Reire.111011 :0111d be011110 .1 significant meome-producer in tlw
area Ilse region eneompasses a large portion of the nation's most
-cent: land and recreational areas se%enteen national monuments.

slightk less than one-fourth ot all national monuments: six of the
v. 'tint p, 35. r.ational parks. including the Grand Canyon; one of
the flatItIll's largest Ilational reereation areas at Glen Canyon; and
I national forests 1 U. S. Department of Health. Education and
%%elf are. l'CO 351 Ihis list does not inelude the state parks and
other recreation sites scattered throughout the region..

Mining

I %LI\ eount% in the stud!. area, except Garfield County in
Utah. has some mining industrN. Natural gas. oil. uranium. copper.
and ;,,al are extracted on .1 large scale. l'he abundant and varied
mineral resources of the Four Corners area are an important factor
in the establishment and expansion of new industry. Vast reserves
01 coal will pros ide an important source of fuel for future power-
4011erating plants. N'et strip mining typically causes great environ-
mental datnag.e. One need only to drive through strip-mined areas

.1 wind% daN tor e%idenee of this. the potentials for both
pollution and eeonomic benefit sire great. Attention will he required
to maintain some kind of balance between econom", and environment.

Power Generation

I he Southweses demand for electricity has continued to grow
man% times faster than its population. especially in urban areas
.u,11 as I ueson. Phoenix. and l os Angeles. It is estimated the total
power demand will quadruple between lq-0 and I'M (LI. S.

I )e part ment of Ilealth. I ducation and Welfare. i9"0:48),
nrrentl% two plants are in operation in the Four Comers area:

the [our C orners Plant. situated between Farmington and Shiprock.
san Han (tintN. New memo) and the (hotta Plant near Joseph

t it N.1%.114) County. riiona. Iwo other facilities are under
..01,tru,q1i)fl in or around the study area the huge Navajo generating
pion, ne it Page. \ri/ona: and the San Juan Plant located nine miles

q the hour Corner, Plant. Three plants are in the planning

ige. K.iiriruwit/. with alternative sites at Warm Creek, Utah,
m1::, north of Page. Ariiona and Sit Down Bench. Utah.

'I, nide. northeast of Page. would he the largest of the plants



upon its completion. Iwo other plants in or around the area are the
Nfoia%e Plant, located on the Nevada side of the Colorado River near
Dasid Pain. and the Huntington Canyon Plant. located 29 miles
southwest of Price. Utah I. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. 19'0 53-5o).

Iarly in WI, pressure was put on the Four Corners Plant
management to reduce emissions of pollutants. By the end of 1972,
99.2 percent of the fly ash was to he removed from stack emissions.
Wet scrubbers and electrostatic precipitators were installed at a cost
of skiive 530 million. Fly ash standards are to become even more
stringent in the future. Work is underway to lower the emissions of
sulphur and nitrous oxides. the latter, together with hydrocarbons,
are the main contributors to photo-chemical smog. The technology
for control of sulphur and nitrous oxides is not well developed. It
would he %ory costly to control sulphur and even more difficult to
meet nuklest standard of control for nitrous oxides.

I he demand for electricity is growing, and there is a desire for
economic expansion in the Four Corners area. Since the area is rich
in coal and has enough water the essential elements in power
generation the power industry will he a vital part of industrial
expansion. However, with that industry comes the potential for air,
water. and land pollution. Uncontrolled pollution could limit another
sital industrx in the area, tourism and recreation. Four Corners
tourism throes on clean air. water, and land, and it' tourism is to
flourish steps must he taken to protect the region's environment.

PREVIOUS STUDIESATTITUDES TOWARD POLLUTION

restow of the literature reveals that air and water pollution
rn.r have been a problem as early as the late 1800s, hut the American
public was not widely concerned about it. Only recently has the
problem received as much emphasis as other national problems, e.g.,
ci%il rights or poverty. In 190, when some of the first public
opinion polls on environmental damage were conducted, only one
in ten people considered the problem as being very serious. Environ-
mental damage has rapidly become a priority problem, and willingness
tt pto, for the abatement of pollution seems to he growing.

.lan, questions have been put to the American public in order to
determine their willingness to pay. Hazel Erskine I 1972h:120-1351
edited several public opinion surveys conducted by such research
organizations as the Gallup Poll, the Harris Poll, the California Poll,
Ror6r. the Opinion Research Corporation, and others. She concluded
that people from different regions were often concerned about
lifferent kinds of pollution. Urban or suburban residence influenced

7
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perceptions of the seriousness of pollution. In several of the surveys
conducted over a period of time. recent results showed that people
were much more willing to pay than they were earlier. although the
amounts were still quite small.

Simon l IV I :43-4 conducted a study in Illinois to determine
public concern for pollution. A little over one-fifth of her sample
specifically pointed to pollution as the most serious problem in the
Cnited States. while nearly everyone else said that it could he a
serious problem in the future. She found no rural-urban differences
in her sample.

A North ..'irriftiu,study by %lurch I I tr I: I 00-1061 revealed that
there was an inclinalio'n for community residents to identify pollution
as a signitleant problem asThe reference moved away from their
immediate surroundings. Hie researchers suggested this may he due
partially to the influence of mass media. which has presented a
much broader view of the problem. they also suggested that the
more attached a person was to his community. the less willing he
was to see faults in it. including those of pollution. The more
satisfied the resident was with his community . the less he reported
significant poliution in the area. homeowners perceived less pollution
than did renters: length of residence seemed to have no significant
effect. As would be expected. those who saw pollution as. a serious
problem in their community were tar al..!re willing to pay than those
who perceived no such problem. The researchers also felt that race,
education. occupation. and social upbringing were related to people's
concern for environmental improvements.

1.rskine 119'2:y263-N14 J. in another series of polls, found that
people usually reported industry as the pollution culprit. Again she
found differences among city and rural people as well as among
geographic regions of the country. According to Erskine. the American
public is much more upset about water pollution than it is about air
pollution. 1 te:tric power is one of the industries that have
received the fastest growing censure. especially in the Southwest.
Most people felt that real improvements could only he handled
through governmental action. A majority of the people favored some
kind of tax incentive for private industry. but a surprisingly large
number of people preferred to shut a plant down rather than to
hive to put up with the pollution it created.

Gerlach and Hine I I X)70:27 +1. in a study conducted in the
summer ot. I 0'70, found that younger people I under 301. women over
10. and men over 30 in prole,sional. educational. or social service
occupations tended to view environmental pollution as a significant
problem. .1 hose most concerned about the environment were also
the most active in organi/ations and were those with the highest
Milk:mon and income.

8



HYPOTHESES

1 he ohlectoos of the study were to determine the concern over
emironmental pollution awl imprk% ements as measured by willing-
nes, to pay for en% ironmental improvements. and to determine
important socioeconomic variables associated with the respondents'
expressed concern for en% ironmental pollution and to order them
Into a step% ie regression nu Jet.

In addition to the general by pothesis that people are concerned
about environmental pollution and are willing to pay directly for
Its abatement. the following hypotheses were formulated. Some were
suggested by the protons research findings; others were logical
extensions from sociologieu1 knowledge.

I i Younger people are more willing to pay for the abatement of
pollution than .ire older people.

2 M,illingness to pay is directly related to levels of education.
occupational status. and income.

31 Spanish- kmericans. Blacks, and other minority groups are
less ',killing to pay than Anglo,.

Aillingness to pay is lirectly related to political participation
and orgam/ational participation.

4) M, illingness to pay Is directly related to tiine spent using the
mass media I reading papers and magaiines. watching T.V.. listening
to radiol.

%% !Magness to pay is directly related to time spent in outdoor
nd wilderness recreation.

People Who lived previously in suburbs and smaller cities are
more willing to pay than those who lived previously in rural areas
or in larer cities.

'4 hose oriented toward the collective are more willing to pay
than those oriented toward the individual.

V:tilstiQ people Ir.. more willing to pay than fatalistic people.

In ad,htit)n N the %,iriables in the ;Iimore hypotheses. a number
Aldoional %.iriables were included in preliminary analyses to

,-ontrol for unanticipated relationships.

()
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SAMPLE

Separate questionna:res weee prepared for each of the three sub-
pcpulations in the .Irea It reservation :esidents ilndtansi. 2, non-
reservation residents. and 3+ recreationists ivisiting from outside
the region I. Reereatiomsts were considered because tourism Iii the
area is vital to economic development in the area. Data Were
;Diluted t,y personal interviews. A target sample of SOO interviews
was established before the work began. Of these. a quota of 150 was
established for recreationists with the remainder being reservation
and non-reServation residents.

the recreation sample was drawn front state parks and national
parks. national torests. national monuments. and national recreation
areas. 1ach site was given a weight had on the number of visitors
in 10-I. and locations were drawn at random from the weighted list
of sites.

Four /ons of pollution concentration predicted from an atmos-
pheric diffusion Model are shown in figure 2. the zones of greater
pollution were sampled more heavily. A randomized sample of seven
percent was drawn from tone I. five percent from Zone 2. three

Fig. 2: Zones of pollution concentration from Four Corners Power Plant
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per,.ent From /one 3. and tm,o-tentlis of .1 percont irom /ne 4. Iii'
:Onst Is :numeration ,listncts and ones were ;Ned and weigh ed
1. ,rding to the number ICI households in each. 1 random simple
was draw n From this m,eighted list to determine sample sites. lhe same
procedur: was followed both on and off 11w resetAations.

0.'l one in ter%101 taken per household. Iwo iallThaas were
.It It Iiises it no one ,% as at Ihnne. Onl those w ho had assumed

an at lilt role as ev iden:ed b %kink or marriage were interviewed.
Retus.0 was mite arprommat,. eight per,:ent of all houses contacted.

In LI% few, were with 52o residents and 151; recreation-
ists.1111111g the summer of I "2. Seventy-one Indians were interviewed
dunn.,!. lanuar of 10'3. Of the 52o residents interviewed. 41 percent
12151 were male and 5') percent 3 Ili were female. Of the reserva-
thIn respondents. 3h percent 2") ere male and o2 percent 144)

Lunale. In the recreation sample. percent 11(r) were male
and 20 percent 143) were female. Ninety-seven percent 164) of the
Indians on the reser% a: on Here Navajo; 0 percent 11431 of the
r.,.....reationists and so percent (452) of the resident, were Anglo.

pereent 1 551 of the resident sample were Spanish-Americans.

BIDDING GAMES

I ach nesti.mnaire was losigneI to determine people's willingness
to pa For en% ironmental improvements through a Neries of bidding
:tallies. Sin ,SC stihT0pUlatii)11 OCCUples a unique situation. 00 one
:Lune m..is appropriate for all of them. Five bidding games were
s.onstructed ill all

I he first Hdding gain: suggested an increase in sales tart'. for
file in the affected area. File tar game was used for both

the reser% aiim and non-reser%ation samples. Fvery cent was to he
used 1)r :miromnental improvements. and all citizens would he

p.t, he game was presented as a number or choices
her: person could pay as 11111e11 or as little as he wanted for

en%Ir inmental improements. Photographs were used to show three
loels pollution 1. the worst kinds of pollution created by the
power plant, li. .t midway point between the worst kinds of pollution
ind I natural envirimment: and C. an environment unharmed by
p II ton the phiqographs can he seen in the Appendi. "the respon-
;LT t 11 .11k ed r he would he willing to pay one cent more in
a&litional ..110'. to \:s ft1 111111e frinn the worst situation to a midway
pipit with some improements. i.e., situation A to 13. It the respon-
d:nt 'greed to pay the starting hid, the bids were increased until the

oi,I: I N,to mid C) tin higher. II. the response was "no- to begin
with, the amount was decreased by fractions of a cent until a "yes"

0 03



response was illicited. If the respondent would not give a **yes"
answer. he was questioned by the inter% lower and a reason for the
"no- answer Naas noted. I he game was replayed with the bidding
going from the worst situation. A. to the natural eniionment. C.

the econd bidding game differed only in its means of financing
the improements An additional charge was to be added to the
electric hill of everyone who uses electricity produced in the Four
Corners area I this included even people in Southern California.

ticson. and Phoenix). the electric hill game was used only for the
residents of the area.

In the recreation questionnaire. a similar bidding game was used
tlw difference again lay in the vehicle for financing environmental
improements. flw recreatik lists were asked if they would he willing
to pay an additional charge in user's daily fees. The rest was
conducted similarly to the sales tax and electric bill games.

the fourth bidding game was designed for reservation residents.
It asked how much the respondent would pay each month to clean
up the e11% tronment.

Cite fifth game was quite different in its approach. The hypotheti-
cal situation suggested a change in our laws so that everyone had a
legal right to a clean environment. If one has this legal right to a
clean environment. he can conceivably rent or sell this right to
others. if he No chooses. The question put to the respondent

as whether or not he would he willing to rent his clean environment
to the electric power industry. One would be paid according to the
amount of smoke in the air above his home on an average day. and
the extent to which his view was ruined by spoil banks and trans-
mission lines. Photographs were referred to in reverse order from a
clean environment to the worst environment. U to A. and from a
clean environment to some midway point, C to H. A starting point of
S ou per month was selected. which the company would pay the

I he respondent was not obligated to accept it. nor was he obli-
gated to ask only S' 5.00. Ile could charge as much or as little as he
wanted. I he rent-the-air game was used for both the non-reservation
and recreation samples

I he purpose of using several methods of financing was then to
insure that the means of financing was not a harrier to a respondent's
willingness to pay. For example, some respondents were against any
in crease in sales taxes but were not against paying additional
increases in their monthly electric hills. The "zero" response that
would have been obtained by only using the sales tax means of
financing would not have been truly indicative of the respondent's
willingness to pay. for his objection was aimed at the means of
financing and not at the goal of environmental improvements. The
bidd;rig games are shown in the Appendix.

I2
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RESULTS

Ite,ron,e, 1,) .111 the bidding games wore analvod stepwise
!milt r:ttIV..rt )11 Nil independent .iriables wore in dulitm format;
,I,Tendent ariahles were continuous. It was nocessar to distinguish
hetween two kinds of iero bids in all the games. Some respondents
hid ioro he,:ause the felt there were no III effects from the power
generition and mining actRities. I hew responses were treated as true
ionic. and were retained in the analses. Other respondents refused
to hid he,.auso the ohleetod to the particular vehicle of payment

thought taws. electric bilk, or users' fees alread too high
And relthed r. fkir that reason. hese respon.es were deleted
trom the anal,e, 11u, .weount% for the Welning Rm.:rept:m.1es in
sample sue t rom one .111.0 .1% It) 41101l1Ct.

Concern for Environment

Ihere i ,:onsistont support for the general hypothesis people in
the Four Corners are ,:on:ented about environmental pollution and
are willing to pal substantial amounts lcompared with estimated

for its ahatoment.4 Fable I shows the proportion or people

It ittinr fill' ,e. intlate that the aegregate 41110Uni of thew bids eveed. the evtintated
.it. ' %Ian }COMA 41.. **Some tentative l stimates or the

.ir Ur Pollution rtten the Four Cornet. Putter Plant"
1r)... I iv

Table 1. Willingness to pay for pollution abatement by subpopulation and by
vehicle of payment

Willingness to
Suil000ulation (Game) Pay Some Amount

percent

Mean Amount Bid'

Non rPsqrvition residents
SJIeS coti 63 1.48 Oklollar
'Electric oilli 13 $1.91 'month

Reser yltion residents

Stiles d%) 62 0.77 O./dollar
(Monthly amount) 48 S1.52/month

Row pjt. on

(User fees) 82 $1.84 /day
Tho 110ang 04-1,01 who hV1 Fero because they felt no abatement Was necessary.

It 044:Itolut 'not,. Nho ,etirviti to old because taxes or electricity were already too expensive
lt ')1 it)V144 ith4.1 4%1 jr,

I3
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%tiling to PaY souk' amount !Or pollution abatement and the mean
amount hid tor each game.

Who Should Pay

-Integ131 Ill willInt;ness to pay is the question of Who should pay.
Lich respondent was asked this question alter he or she had gone
through the bidding process. Fable 2 shows that a great majority
think that the mining and power companies should pay either all
or .1 Maki!' share of abatement costs. At the same time, their
comments in that many seemed to think that ultimately the
burden would be passed on to the consumer.

Table 2. Frequency of responses to "Who should pay?" for abatement of
aesthetic environmental damage associated with the Four Corners
Power Plant, 1972 by subsample.a ."-

Response'

Indian

Non-reservation Reservation Recreators Total

1 11t) 2 4 17

2 45 19 17 81

3 174 11 40 225

4 6 0 3 9

5 6 0 1 7

1, 2. 3 12 1 0 13

1. 3. 2 4 0 2 6

2. 1,3 6 1 1 8

2, 3. 1 29 10 5 44

3. 1. 2 2 1 0 3

3, 2, 1 196 25 72 293

No response 35 1 5 41

Totals 526 71 150 741

Response code 1 the people affected
2 the final user of electric power
3 , the mining and power companies
4 ---. all equally responsible
5 = the foder& government (volunteer response)

4Moro than oni' entry indicafPi a preference ordering, such as 3, 2, 1.

°Number of respondent.
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Residents

Residents were interwwed through the use of the sales ta\ and
hill games. As can he seen in the questionnaire in the

NrrendR. socioe,:ononue data were collected on the respondents.
.inahlo not evected to he re!atcd to en ironmental concern

wet.: included in the tegression along with all those which are
menti.med 1n the hypotheses and deal specifically with cm ironmental
cothern.

Results .11 a 'IA!. sh 1)1. the sale's ta\ and the electric bin bids are
presented in tables 3 and 4. respeethely the regression coefficient
t the Spainsh-Americans. for example. estimates that they were
willtng to pay 0.43 143 100) cent more than other ethnic groups for
pollution .1h3L.ment. 1 he standard error of .22 indicates that for a
sanir lc of tins we and ..ariability the true of the above amount
is somewhere between about iero and 0.8- cents (0.43 + 2 x 0.22).

3.8th value for F to remove means that the Spanish-American
hid was Dist significant at the _05 toe,.

tiksis the sales ta\ bids shows that Spanish-Americans.
people 30 . ears of age 311d younger, and those with previous residence
in towns and smaller cities were willing to pay more for pollution
abatement. I hose who spent one to seven hours per week in indoor
r..,Teation were less willing to pay than those who spent more or less
time in this kind of recreation activity. Household income was also
related to willingness to pay: those earning 5I0,000 to $15,000
Amman!. were willing to pay more than those earning more or less:
the rosklual month. category I those who had no earned income).
primarib, students. and those who refused to disclose their incomes
wor; also switi,:antly higher than the other income groups.

\ILO SIN of electric bill bias indicates that those with household
inc.nnes Po\ e S20.000 the base category in this case) were willing
to p.o. more than all those with lower incomes. Also those with
13 to I h years of education. those who did not vote in the past four
rears. and those who spend 15 to 30 days annually in open-space.

recreation were willing to pay more. About 18 percent of the
trutk-e w.ls accounted for in both the sales tar and Ow electric

Recreationists

......ncern for environment was measured by their
.6\ willingness to pay for increased user's fee. Results of
!her', tee hid. Are presented in table S. [hose who belonged to no
1111111/ations at all and those who belonged to two organiiations

15
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Table 3. Stepwise multiple regression of nonroseryation resident's willingness to
pay for abatement of pollution by increased regional sales tax

T-1-1

Dependent Variable: Amount of money respondent is willing to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an additional charge
in sales tax.

Sample 349 Residents

Special Characteristics: Multiple correlation coefficient (R) .4222
Fraction of explained variance (R2) .1782
F Ratio 8.644*****
Constant term 1.15
Regression Degrees of Freedom 11

Residual Degrees of Freedom 337

Independent
Var lab!'

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Error

F to
Remove

X10 Age I<; 30) .94 .18 26.03

X4 Size city lived in before .51 .15 11.95""
(2,500 99,999)

X26 Household income 1.67 .59 8.14
X48 Indoor recreation 11.7 hrs/wk) .41 .14 8.88"
X29 Household income .34 .15 4.91'

($10,001 15,000/yr)

X32 Ethnicity ISpanishAm,lricans) .43 .22 3.88*

X50 Limited-space outdoor recreation -.24 .16 2.40

10 hrs/wk)

X11 Age 131-45) .29 .18 2.62

X3 Site city lived in before 41 .23 3.19

1100,000 999.999)

X38 Times voted (once last 4 years) .32 .20 2.61

X54 Openspace outdoor recreation -.28 .18 2.44

(17 days/yr)
'Significant at the .05 level. .01 leis); .005. .001: .0005 Iewl.

were willing to pay less than those who belonged to one or to three
or more organizations. Those with household incomes of SI5.000 to
$20,000 were willing to pay more than those with higher or lower
incomes. Those employed outside the power, agricultural, gas, and
oil industries were willing to pay less than those employed in these
industries. About 22 percent of the variance was accounted fur by

this analysts.
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Table 4. Stepwise multiple regression of nor-reservation residents' willingness to
pay for abatement of pollution by an increase in monthly electric bills

"" -"-" T

Dependent Variable. Amount of money respondent is willing to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an additional charge in
monthly electric bills

Sample: 415 Residents

Special Characteristics: Multiple correlation coefficient (R) .4213
Fraction of explained variance IR2) .1775
F Ratio 5.739
Constant term 2.92
Regression Degrees of Freedom 15
Residual Degrees of Freedom 399

Independent

Variable
Regression

Coefficient
Standard

Error
F to

Remove

X26 Household income 2.76 .61 20.25
(No earned income, refusals)

X29 Household income 1.43 .30 22.76
(510.001 515,000)

X28 Household income -1.35 .30 20.72
(55,001 510,000)

X27 Household income -1.43 .36 15.97
(51,000 55,000)

X30 Household income -1.03 .34 8.98
(515.001 520,000)

X16 Education (13.18 yrs) .38 .15 8.27.
X56 Open space outdoor recreation .35 .15 5.286

(1530 dayslyr)

X37 Times voted (0) .32 .16 4.08.
X10 Age (< 30' .30 .16 3.89
X43 Reading (< hrs/wk) .26 .14 3.59
X8 Region lived in before .49 .27 3.38

(Midwest, East, and outside U. 5.1

X51 Limitedspace outdoor recreation .24 .13 3.20
(1- l hrs/wk )

X21 Employer (other industry) -.24 .14 3.01

X61 Neutral collective individual
attitude

.26 .15 2.90

X13 Education (1 8 yrs) -.37 .28 1.76

Significant it the OS level. 005. .0005 I evo 1

1 40 19



Table 5. Stepwise multiple regression of reereationist's willingness to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an increase in user's fees.

Dependent Variables. Amount of money respondent is willing to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an additional charge
in user's tees

Sample. 126 Recreationists

Special Characteristics: Multiple correlation coefficient (RI .4686
Fraction of explained variance (R2) .2196

F Ratio 4,115

Constant term 3.18
Regression Degrees of Freedom 8

Residual Degrees of Freedom 117

Independent
Variable

Regression

Coefficient
Standard

Error
F to

Remove

X33 Organizational member (01 1.01 .35 8.30

X35 Organizational member (2) .78 .30 6.61'

X29 Household income .74 .30 6.22'
(S15.001-520,000)

X21 Employer (other industry) -.67 .30 4.92'

X8 Region came from -.54 .30 3.19

(Midwest, East, other)

X42 Reading (-: 1 hrs 'wk) -.46 .27 2.79

X25 Number of children (3.4) -.53 .34 2.46

X65 Distance traveled to recreation
site (501.1,000 miles)

.39 .29 1.74

Suinificant at the .05 level, .0005 level

Reservation Residents

I he Navajo resrvation residents responded to the sales tax game
ind to the straight-forward inquiry, "How much would you pay each
month for pollution abatement'!" Results can he seen in tables 6 and

rhose who had previously lived otT the reservation in cities of one
million or more. those in skilled occupations, and those 30 years of
age or younger were willing to pay more in additional sales tax.
I hose who speak hf )th \avaio and English in the home were willing
to pay less than those who speak oily one language usually Navajo.

I ti
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Table 8. Stepwise multiple regression of reservation residents' willingness to pay
for the abatement of pollution by an increase in sales tax

Dependent Variable Amount of money respondent is willing to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an additional charge
in sales tax.

Sample. 70 Indians

Special Characteristics: Multiple correlation coefficient (R) .6487
Fraction of explained variance (R2) .4209
F Ratio 6.437
Constant term -0.092
Regression Degrees of Freedom 7

Residual Degrees of Freedom 62

Independent
Variable

Regression

Coefficient
Standard

Error
F to

Remove

X2 Lived off reservation 1.16 .26 19.60
(City of 1.000,0001

X13 Employment (professional
and skilled)

1.49 .36 16.78

X25 Language (mixed) -0.48 .17 7.88"
X14 Employment (clerical) 0.95 .34 7.62**
X7 Age V 30 yrs) 0.47 .20 5.21'
X15 Employment (housewife) 0.55 .35 2.42
X28 Voted (yes) -0.25 .23 1.20

Significant it the .05 level, .01 level, .0005 level

In the monthly amount bid. military service. contributions to
campaign funds. and holding of organizational offices were all
direct!), related to willingness to pay. Ilowever. those who voted in
past elections were willing to pay less than the who had not. In
the sales ta \ game. some 4.1 percent of the variance was accounted
for. in the other game. It was about 35 percent.

%hout twice as much of the variance was accounted for in the
samplv as in the other subp)pulations.Cienerally. the common

dimension underlying the variables related to Navajo willingness to
pi* eem lie contact and participation in the larger society.
I Ycopt for language use among the reservation residents and voting
hoh,p.ior among hoth resident groups. all variables indicate involve-
ment .m.l.issiiciation with the dominant culture.

19
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Table 7. Stepwise multiple regression of reservation residents' willingness to pay

for the abatement of pollution by some additional amount per month

Dependent Variable: Amount of money respondent is willing to pay for
the abatement of pollution by an additional amount
per month.

Sample. 70 Indians

Special Characteristics: Multiple correlation coefficient (R) .5891

Fraction of explained variance (R2) .3471

F Ratio 8.638

Constant term 1.79

Regression Degrees of Freedom 4

Residual Degrees of Freedom 65

Independent Regression Standard F to

Variable Coefficient Error Remove

X5 Military (yes 4.70 1.09 18.72"*"
X31 Contribute money to 4.70 1.53

political campaign (Yes)

9.45***

X27 Organization officer (yes) 1.54 0.54 8.20"
X28 Voted (yes) -1.49 0.68 4.76'

Siqnittcant at the .05 level, .0) level. .005. .0005 level

Compensation Games

he games reported to this point are based on the assumption
that :Miens of the region or consumers of the electricity must pay
the costs of abating aesthetic damages caused by the coal power
complex. It seemed 'possible that such games might meet with
resistance from respondents who feel strongly that the "victims" of
environmental damage ought not he expected to pay the costs of
asatement. Further. there are good theoretical reasons to expect
that "demand" for abatement would he lower when the affected
population must pay than when the producers of damage must pay
the ,..osk of abatement l Randall. 1972:1'5-183).

Bidding games were developed to conform with the concept that
the creator, damage. the industries, must either abate that
d.inidge at their own expense or compensate the affected parties.
Some extra difficulties were anticipated with this approach because



the situation is not rooted in the habits or eweriehce or the
respondents. Pretest results were encouraging. how eer, and it
appeared worthwhile to this game.

I he results for situation A l the worst ,lamage I for both
samples Jrt.' show 1% In table S. I he percentage of nonresponse
%%as Itmer h the compensation game than with the willingness
to had games (fable I ). More than one hall the respondents
indicated that. if they had the right to insist on en% ironmental
preser%ation. they would .leman ulTi6ently high level or

Table 8. Results of the compensation games: amount of compensation acceptable
to non-reservation residents and to recriationists

Compensation dollars month

Nonreserva on
No.

(%)

Recreationists

No.

No response 61 9
(12) (6)

0 52 16

1101 (111

1.10 47 20

(9) (13)

11 50 46 7

(91 (5)

51 100 11 0
(21

Some specific amount greater
than 101 36

(7) (5)

Infinity 273 92
(52) (81)

TOTAL 52ti 150

Dut. rounrilmi grv)r

(101). (101).



compensation that the power compame, would find abatement
more profitable. l he dktributiou old nature of the responses
made correlation with socioeconomic variables difficult. These
difficulties. coupled with difficulties in comprehension in the game.
dictated that further analyses be postponed until the methodology
is refined.

CONCLUSIONS

On Hypotheses

I he eidence is consistent on one hypothesis: i.e.. a clear
inalont!, of p.:(ple are willing to pay substantial amounts (relative
to the estimated cost of abatement t for the abatement of pollution.
For the hypotheses relating the socioeconomic variables to
willingness to pay . the e%idence is checkered. Several expected
vanahles appeared to he significantly related to willingness to
pay. .is measured h one game or another. but there was little
consistency No %amble was consistently related to all bids. Also.
the amount of variance accounted for was low, except in the
Indian suhsample.

W hen examined singly in an analysis of variance. some of the
expected relationships appeared. For example, age was inversely
related to willingness to pay, and number of organization member-
ships was directly related. Income was also directly related to
willingness to pay. However. the effects of these variables are not
clear. First one. then another variable appeared in the regression
equations. but none satisfactorily explained the phenomenon.
Although some of the expected relationships emerged. individual
helia'.ior was poorly described by any of the common socioeconomic
vanahles. -kpparently this aesthetic concern was randomly dis-
tnhuted throughout the population. A tentative explanation of
this randonmess may he that attention has focused on environment
only recently and attitudes have not yet fully crystalized. With
time. a more patterned relationship may emerge. Or it may he
that aesthetic concerns are inherently less patterned than many
other phenomena.

It was mildly surprising that the bids wee somewhat more
highly associated with socioeconomic characteristics in the Indian
suhsample than in the predominantly Anglo suhsample. Explained
variances of the Indian suhsample were about double those of the
\ludo subsamples. Generally speaking, the variables which emerged
were indicators of acculturation those with more contact with the
dominant culture were willing to pay more.
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It Nal Monet %.te Ittered 111.1111 Might find souw amount less than

Ill tint a.,-eptable. I his .ipproach has appeal and certain advantages,

but it Aso ;attics Now." torttudahle problem,.
opportunity ..\Isted for cmiparison the results from two

games pla% ed 1t 1th the same subsample the eleetricio, bill and sales

Lis games %%ere played %%it h the nn-reser%ation residents. !Ile mean
hids. ;0:1%erte to loilaN per household per year for situatiim C.
am,unted to S %kith the electricity bill game and $85 with the

sales ...ix game ( M pared %%ith the electricity hill game. the sales tax

game resulted in both a higher rate of non-response due to ethical

il,fe:(1111% to the 0111de or payment and a higher Mean dollar bid
fr,in those %%ho did respond. No e idence %%as found to explain

tit; twa n in these mean annual bids. but there ;ire two possible
,ourees the difference. 1 he sales tax game required bids based on

perck.nliages of household expenditures for sales-taxable items and was

clearlt 111 1N :oinple than the electricity bill game. which was
expressed in dollars per month. lite game rules required that pay-
ments he collected from the residents of the region in the sales tax
game. and from ail users of Four Corners electricity in the electricity
HI game. 11w latter group is much larger. Respondents may have

percehed that, to collect the same total amount of money.

the :Iectri:ity bill game would require much smaller bids per

household In fact. when the bids were aggregated over the relevant
ns. the 1,tai income from the electricity bill game exceeded

that from the sales la\ ttaine.
he 1011,%wing suggestions are offered for those who might make

,'m'is't ,t1/0

lie the measuring instrument as directly as possible to the
phenomena that cause the environmental damage. It' the pollution is

fl generation of electric power, as in this case, frame the
questims in terms of price of electric power. Make the vehicle for

pit meat ....oncrete, routine behavior for example. the payment
oi the inonthl, household electric bill.

Poise an instrument that oftCrs the possibility of sharing the
harden of payment among the groups invohed. This should cut
,lw a the refusal-to-play rate.

(..e more than one instrument where feasible. Many respondents

ho ire offended by one particular vehicle for payment may well
r:spond to the alternatise instrument. I.ach instrument thus provides

reasondl,b, accurate method for estimating the bids of non-
r:sponents ti the other instrument.



A good. non-monetary. rank-order. en% ironmental-concern scale
should also he useful in estimating bias resulting trout resistance to
the dollar instrumen It s).

rie science of measuring concern for environmental duality and
willingness to pay tr pollution abatement is in its infancy. The
conclusions and suggestions offered are thus tentative and subject
to change as the suence develops.

Imp,' ations and Applications

clear majority of the affected population favor some abatement
of th,.. pollution Calls4d by coal mining and the generation of electric
p.wer in the Four Cot nets. Mese people prefer to have the companies
inwhed hear the burden of responsibility for abatement. but they
indicated a wihingh.,:ss to pay substantial sums it' that were the only
way pollution could he avoided. Presumably this attitude of the
population could he translated into political support for environ-
mental cleanup. the support. however, seems to he scattered
throughout the population: no identifiable socioeconomic group
either supports or opposes abatement more strongly than any other
group.

rhe game did make a difference in the amount bid. In addition,
each game put the responsibility on a different segment of the
population. rhe sales tax and user-fee games put the burden on the
victims those who suffer the damages; the electric hill game put
the burden on the beneficiaries those who use the electricity. Not
unexpe :tedly. the vehicle of payment seems to make some difference
in its acceptability to the population.

I he approach allows the estimation of the total demand for
pollution abatement by the aggregated population. This demand
can he weighed against estimated abatement costs to give an
estiate of the benefits that cotrld he expected front such an effort.
'these calculations are the subject of t'orthcoming articles by the
authors of this bulletin.
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APPENDIX: Survey Questionnaire

l R. VI L l'EANS Number ......

I %% here is , our home.'
I pity of .0(10,000

(2) Smaller City
(3 rown 2,560 to 100,000
14 Rural

01 llow many miles is that from here

3 !low king have you lived there? Years)

4. How many days do you intend to spend at thin
recreation site (i.e., this National Park, this
National Forest, etc.)? (Days)

5. In the Four Corners area? Ways)

On this trip (from day left home to day returned
home)? Ways)

Ito% many people are in your party?

low many recreation areas do you intend to
visit on this trip (e.g., National, State and County
Parks, National Nionuments, National Forests,
Wilderness Areas, etc.)?

Name them i those already visited this trip)

I.NV'IKl)5NII.N

II). %%hat is the primal., reason that you are here?
o get away from urban environment to rural

environment
2. Sightseeing and touring
1. to gain an historical and cultural experience
4. Outdoor recreation (hunting, fishing, hiking,

boating, water skiing, etc.)
5. l o get away from noise, congestion and pollution
. Other (Specify)

27
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11. Have you visited any parks in this area, including
this one. before this trip? If -No", skip to No Yes

question 14.

12. Over what period of time? t Years,

13. Do you feel the quality of the emironment in
this area has decreased since you started coming
ie.g., air pollution, water pollution, strip mines, No Yes

transmission lines?

14. It the em ironment deteriorate in this area, do
you epect that you and your family may he less
likely to visit recreation sites like this in the No Yes

future? 0

Would you say that you are the kind of person
that

15. Is offended by the sight of people throwing trash No Yes

out of a car window or disfiguring landmarks'? 0

I h. Says something to other people you see littering No Yes

or vandalising'' 0

1". ( ;1%es around picking up litter (paper, bottles, No Yes
0

Is. Joins environmental groups? No Yes
0

BI DD !NG GAN111

We haw some questions which will require your special cooperation.
We want to find out how strongly you feel about the need for
environmental improvements. Since environmental improvements cost
money. we would like to get a dollar estimate of how much a cleaner
environment is worth to you. We have some questions which consider
different ways of financing environmental improvements. After we
finish these questions, you will have the opportunity to say who you
think should hear the costs of environmental improvements.

1 et us consider three lack of environmental damage from the Four
Corners coal mining and power generation complex:
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A ISnow photographs) . is the most severe emironmental
damage. Note the 111011 hanks. air polluti. and transmission
Imes.

II. I Show photographs) 11 shows considerable red uction in
environmental damage. Flie spoil banks have been leveled and
air pollution reduced.

C. I Show photographs) In ('. environmental damage has almost
been eliminated. Air pollution has nearly disappeared. The
spoil hanks have been reclaimed and transmission lines placed
underground. IThis is hypothetical; it has not really happened
yet .

Our Pint question deals with user fees:

IQ. How much does your party spend per day in user
fees for recreational services here?
Entrance fees S /day
Camp site $ /day
Houk -up fee 7$ /day
Boat docking and marina fee S /dAy.
Others S /day

Total S /day

Suppose user lees in all the recreation areas in the Four Corners area
were increased. All the additional money collected would be spent
on environmental improvements. All recreators would pay. IA's°,
year-round residents of the Four Corners area would contribute to
environmental improvements through increased sales taxes.)

O. Do you think it would he reasonable to add $1 `day to users
fees in this recreation area, if that would result in an
improvement from situation A to situation C?

Play bidding game in 25 t steps. until the very
highest "Yes" answer is received. S /day

1. Do you think it would he reasonable
from A to

Play bidding gaille. S /day
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\sk this lucstin nlv It answeis to questions 20 and 21
1,11, %0) were both -/.00".

.ithm.er
ttl 'mei

u do not sutler anv ill effects from environmental
,laniage and therefore see no reason to pay to reduce it

11 ou believe it is unfair to immoral to epect the %ictims to
aN the costs Ill reducing environmental damage?

\w let 's consider ., rather different approach to improving the
'ii nnment. I el us imagine that the law was changed so that every-
one ha% .t legal right to clean ironmont. People rent all kinds of
things like houses, buildings, land. automobiles. lawilmweN. So. It
Al' all had a right to .1 clean environment. we could rent that. too. We
%%mild like to know It v would he willing to rent your right to a
dC.111 k'n%11%111111011t to O' llek:triv power industry. Under such a
scheme. on would be paid according to the amount of smoke in the
.ur over this recreation area and the extent to which strip mines and
tr,insmission Imes spanked sour view. 01 course. it the companies
found !ur charge too high, they could always choose to clean up
the environment themselves. thus saving, the cost of excessive
pav molts to

2.1 %mild s u allow as much environmental damage as in B in
return tor a rent of I day''

I'Lts bidding :Limo.

2 t MI allow as much environmental damage as in A in
return for rent of s I day?

1.;

VI,* bidding game.

. please tell me who you think should pay the
..sts of environmental improvements?

he pople affected by it. i.e.. the local residents and
re....reationists and tourists in the area.

I I he l electric power.
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Z) fie companies % inch operate the mine and power plant.

4) Some ...onthination. this alternative is chosen, ash
-Which hears priman,- responsibilit:..?"

Rank order

Questions on pages 2"-3 I were asked in the Recreationises
Questionnaire only.
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R 1. SI Di- N( Number

Ilov, long have you lived at this address?

(Years)

In the Four Corners area? (Years)

3. W hero did you ke before you moved to
this area.'

(.Iy )t' 1,000,000
I 21 Smaller city
3 (own of 100.000 to 2.500
(4) Rural area

4. Why did you come here to live Rank the three
most important.
i I ) Job 8 income (6) Health
12) Family (1) Pollution
i 3) Cost of living (N) Congestion
t4) Climate
15) Recreation opportunities

( 'online!) t s

4
5

6

I NVIRONMEN I. CONCERN

have you noticed any environmental problems in
this area. e.g.. air pollution, water pollution, land No Yes

pollution (junk. dumps)? 0

M. !lave any of these environmental problems caused
harm to other people in this area or to your
family, e.g., health, plants, livestock, esthetics, Nobody 0

ohts! Other people 1

Family 2
Would you say that you are the kind of person
that

offentkd by the sight of people throwing
trash out of a car window or disfiguring No Yes

landmarks? 0

It). Says something to other people you see
littering, or vandalising"

No Yes
0 1



I 1. Goes around picking up litter (paper, bottles, No Yes
etc.)?

1 .. Joins environmental groups? No Yes
0

BIDDING LAME

We have some questions which will require your cooperation. We
want to find out how strongly you feel about the need for environ-
mental improvements. Sine environmental improvements cost money,
we would like to get a dollar estimate of how much a cleaner
environment is worth to you. We have some questions which consider
different ways of financing environmental improvements. After we
finish these questions, you will have the opportunity to say who you
think should hear the costs of environmental improvements.

Let us consider three levels of environmental damage from the Four
Corners coal mining and power generation complex:

A. (Show photographs) A is the most severe environmental
damage. Note the spoil banks, air pollution and transmission
lines.

B. (Show photographs) B shows considerable reduction in
environmental damage. The spoil hanks have been leveled and
air pollution reduced.

C. (Show photographs In C, envirunmeltil dairage has been
almost eliminated. Air pollution ha,. nearly di.. r-eared. The
spoil hanks have been reclaimed anti transmission lines placed
underground. (This is hypothetical., it !las not really happened
yet.)

Our first question deals with a sales tax. Suppose tax was
collected from eitiiens of the Four Corners area for pin pose of
financing environmental improvements EA eon of the ad.fitional
tax would he used for environmental impr ts.m,:tits. and al! citizens
would pay the tax.

13. Do you think it would he reasonable to .1,td one cent to the
dollar to present sales taxes, if that resulted in inirrovement
from situation A to situation C?
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It -Yes-. increase the amount in I 4 cent stops until the very
highest -Yes- answer is reached.

It -No-. reduce amount in 14 cent steps. until the first (i.e..
highest ) Yes- answer is readied.

Record highest -1 es" .trtswer Icents on the

dollar)

14. Do yon think it would he reasonable to add one cent on the

dollar ... from situation ; to situation B"

Repeat bidding game.

Record highest -Yes- answer: (cents on the

ki(131

1; Ask this question if the answers to questions
13 and 14 (above) were both -Zero."
Did you answer -Zero" because:
I( Only otte1.

I I 1 You do not suffer any ill effects from environmental
damage. and therefore see no reason to pay to reduce it?

You believe taxes are already too high?

13) You believe it is unfair or immoral to expect the victims

to pay the costs of reducing environmental damage?

Now let's look at a completely different way of paying for
environmental improvements.

1h. Ilow much is your monthly bill for
elcetricity? Imo

Imagine that an additional charge was added to your electricity hill.
and the electricity hills of everyone who uses electricity produced in

t.he Four Corners area, that is, people as far away as Southern

California. All of the additional money collected would he used to

repair the environmental damage caused as a result of electricity
pniduction in the Four Corners area.

!,ou think it would he reasonable to add $2/month to
cvery one's electricity bill if that would result in an improvement

from situation A to C.



Play bidding game in 50 in ter als. .int)

I S. 1)o s ou think it would he reasonable to add S2 month to
eseryone's electricity bill if that would result in an
impros einem from situation A to 14.

Play bidding game.

It) Ask this question only if answers to questions I
and I were both "Zero-. Did you answer "Zero"
because iChoose only (me):

'mu
. _

I 'You do not suffer any ill effects from environmental
damage. and therefore see no reason to pay to reduce it?

2) You believe it is unfair or immoral to expect the victims
to pay the costs of reducing environmental damage''

Now, lees consider a rather different approach to improving the
environment. 1 et us imagine that the law was changed so that every-
one has a legal right to a clean environment. People rent all kinds of
things. e.g.. houses. buildings. land, automobiles, lawnmowers. So, if
we all had a legal right to a clean environment, we could rent that
too. We would like to know it' you would be willing to rent your
right to a clean environment to the electric power industry. Under
such a scheme, you would he paid according to the amount of smoke
in the air above your home on an average day and the extent to
which your s iew was spoiled by strip mines and transmission lines.
We want to know what rent you would charge. Of course, if the
companies found your charge too high, they could always choose to
clean up the environment themselves, thus saving the cost of
excessive payments to you.

20. Would you allow as much damage as K in
return for a rent of S5 month?

Play bidding game

1. Would you allow as much damage as in A in
return for a rent of 5 month?

Play bidding game. S into

Finally. please tell me who you think should pay the costs of
environmental impnwements.
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tithe people 31Teeted b It. i.e.. the focal residents and

recreatosts And tourists in the area.

I he t final user Of electric power.

111e companies which operate the mine and power plant.

Some RM. It' this Alternative is chosen, ask

hich hears primary responsibility'!"

Rank order

123, N. And 25 do not ekist I

Questions 1-22. pages 32-36, were used in the Resident's Question-
naire only
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Relationship Set Age t: School Employment Employer

28

-

-r- -

101

CODING

Head I Power complex I Professional I

2 1 1Spouse Other industries Skilled
Adult 3 Ag.. gas and oil 3 Clerical 3
Adult 4 Unemployed 0 Unskilled 4
Adult 5 housewife 5

Other 6
Male I

Female 1_

31. flow many school and preschool children live in
the household?

In order to analyze the results of our survey. we must have an
estimate of your annual household income (before taxes). Into
which of the following ranges does it fall?

32. Under 5.500 510,000 515,000
52.500 55.000 S 15.000 520,000
55.000 57.500 More
57.500 510,000

33. Would you he willing to tell me the exact amount, as nearly as
you can estimate it? (Annual gross income) (No = )

34. Ethnicity.?

Anglo I Jicarilla Apache 6
Navajo

-1

Zuni 7

Mountain Ute 3 Spanish American 8
Southern lite 4 Black 9

Hopi 5 Other 0

35. Primary lang.uage used in household?
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oRGANIZA! IONS

!low often Ever held
Local 1. you attend, office or been
State 2. or 1low often committee

Organization National 3 group meets member

3$

3

3t1

3k)

40`

41

CODING

Church
Political Party
Professional
Civic & Service

I Social & Hobby 5

2 Labor Unions 6
3 Environment & Conservation 7

4 Other 8

POLL FI('AL .\('TIVITY

42. Flow many of your organizations take stands on
political issues?

43. thew many times have you voted in National. State
or tribal elections in the past four years?

iCircle one 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7+

44. Did you write or talk to your congressman or other high
public official about some important issue in the past
four years? Number of times)

45. Did you work for the election of any political
candidate or contribute to any campaign fund No Yes

in the past four years? (Circle one) 0 I

11ASS 1IEDIA

46. Flow many hours per week do you spend reading
newspapers, hooks and magazines?
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4". flow many hours per %keel. do sou spend listening
to or watching; radio and tekvision

tION ACTIVI 111.5

110W much time do you spend I low well do you like doing
doing these things? them?

1. Dislike very much
2. Dislike
3. Indifferent
4. Like
5. Like very much

4ri
hours
week

hours,
week

50
days
year

INDOOR SPUR IS AND /101331ES

Basketball. volleyball, howling,
pool, gym. pingpong, etc.,
reading, writing, stamps, coin
collecting, etc.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
Limited Space

(Backyard or city park)
Baseball. football, golf, tennis,
garilening

Open Space
liv'ainping (general. auto, trailer,
ent, pienicing, traveling, touring.
ightseeing. hiking. bicycling,
totorcycling, boating, swimming,
aterskiing, fishing, and hunting

Wilderness
51 Wilderness camping, hack pack.:g,

days. Fanoeing. rafting, wilderness
year fishing and hunting

If I t.DEs

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 3

2 3 4 5

53

e 4

55

the following questions give you the opportunity to express your
opinions about how the economy is run. Please listen while I read
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e:R..11 statement. and then tell me if you strongly agree, agree. have no
disagree or strongl!, disagree. Nere is no right or wrong

answer: VC only want your opinion.

56. Poor people are poor because
they have been treated unfairly.

5-. Ilmironmental damage is a

reasonable price to pay for
economic progress

58. A person's income is a fair
measure of the amount of good
lw does in the community.

Incomes abo),e S25,000 year
should he taxed more than they
are now,

(Next four questions on
community relations)

60. «That is good for this community
is good )t. me.

61. Everyone shoull. handle his own
business as he pleases and let
others handle theirs as they please.

62. We can maintaM or improve the
environment only when the whole
community is interested and
concerned.

61. The first responsibility of each
citiien is to look after himself.

1Next four questions on fate and
destiny)

A man can change his own
f.ite (destiny)

41)
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o5, I he secret or happiness is being.
%,ith oil

and Hot epvcting too much out

04.

Nrsll '.1t1 Plan his future so
that .'%M'N will ;Little out
all right in the long run.

, hen nun is horn, the
success he i1 going to have is
already in the cards, so he might
as well accept it and not right
against it.

5 4

3

3

4

3 4

si;

S

I () CoNIPLE 131` INTI..RIFWER

Inter% fewer (('ode Number)

`), 1.0Catiu

"0, Pollution concentration /one I ('ode)

"1 1 11)+,v long did the formal interview take?
Minutes

('onversation' I Nlinutes)

Degree or cooperation? Ili 13)

"4, I )egree or understanding?

'5. I kgree or evasion?

I )0iree or suspicion.!

I )egree or enthusiasm?

(1)1111 \ IS
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Situation A -the worst kinds of pollution created by the power plant
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Situation B -a midway point between the worst kinds of pollution and a natural
environment
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Situation Can environment unharmed by pollution
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